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QUANTUM PHYSICS AND THINGS OF SPACE 

 
Annotation. 
 The results of investigations of the strangeness of quantum physics in the framework of a 

simulated system of interaction of matter with space are presented. The features of the behavior of 
particles inhabiting the Standard Model in the process of their movement in the power filaments of 
space are shown. Quantum entanglement, Pauli's principle, particle tunneling and Heinsberg's 
uncertainty are considered from the point of view of force filaments. 

Key words: 
Standard Model; power threads; oddities; quantum entanglement; tunneling; compression; 

potential barrier; expansion; electron; proton.  
Trutnev Anatoly Fedorovich Candidate of Agricultural Sciences QUANTUM PHYSICS AND 

THINGS OF SPACE SAMARA RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
Introduction 
 The founder of quantum physics is the German scientist Max Planck. He carried out 

observations of the radiation of a black body and came to a conclusion. Energy is emitted 
discretely, in portions - quanta. The energy of a quantum is determined by the frequency of the 
electromagnetic wave. Schrödinger and Niels Bohr were at the forefront of quantum physics. 

 Quantum physics describes the processes, phenomena, patterns occurring at the micro level. Its 
subjects are quantum objects: molecules, atoms, nuclei of chemical elements, elementary particles. 
She studies matter at a fundamental level. Therefore, its positions are difficult to perceive, in 
contrast to objects studied by classical physics. 

 Quantum physics was able to explain the phenomena of the microworld, where laws "strange" 
for our understanding reign, which are impossible from the standpoint of classical physics. 
According to its provisions [1.с.89], elementary particles possess wave - corpuscular dualism and, 
depending on specific conditions, behave like a wave or like a particle. Thus, an electron in an 
electromagnetic field appears as a particle, and in a crystal it moves as a wave. One of these 
oddities is the uncertainty principle. Its essence lies in the impossibility of simultaneously 
accurately determining the coordinates and momentum of a microparticle. If the value of one of the 
quantities is precisely determined, the value of the second will remain undefined, and vice versa. 

 Examples [2.p.334] of the oddities of quantum physics are the motion of an electron cloud in 
atomic space and "ghostly" entanglement. The electrons in the atom do not move along stationary 
orbits, but are "smeared over atomic space." Therefore, define simultaneously the exact location of 
the electron and its momentum is not possible. They talk about the likelihood of its presence in a 
certain place in atomic space. The concept of ghostly entanglement implies the statement that a pair 
of photons react to their state, being at a distance from each other. The creation of the theory of 
chromodynamics, the predictions of which have been confirmed experimentally, is an important 
achievement of quantum physics. 

 Using quantum mechanical properties, scientists have succeeded on fundamentally new 
concepts, to learn the nature of elementary particles [3.p.228], to rethink many physical 
phenomena. Based on the results obtained using the predictions of quantum physics, scientists hope 
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on its basis to solve the accumulated problems in atomic physics. However, many physicists do not 
share their optimism and believe that the capabilities of quantum mechanics, as a scientific theory 
of worldview and matter, have limited capabilities. 

 In this article, we will try to get answers to these problems with a simulated system based on the 
following principles. 

 Modeling technique 
 The realities (R) of the surrounding world are the result of the interaction of matter with space. 
 R = W + P where W is matter, P is space 
 E - energy, this is a form of the relationship of matter and space 
 The space in the modeled system is represented by aggregates of prostones, collected in "power 

threads", which form a kind of "network", evenly tense in all directions due to the repulsive forces 
of the same charges. 

 Matter in the modeled system is a collection of gravitons located in a certain way between 
power threads of space. An indivisible particle of matter is a positively charged graviton, and a 
negatively charged space is just proston. 

 The form of the relationship of matter with space is energy. It is presented in two forms: the 
energy of matter (Em) and the energy of space ( - Ep.), Which mutually transform into each other .. 

 Particles and bodies move in the power threads of space and deform them. The proton 
compresses, and the electron expands the power filaments of space, this is their similarity and 
difference. The proton is 1840 times heavier than the electron, the particles have the same charge, 
but different in sign 

 In the modern world, physical processes and interactions take place with the direct participation 
of the energy of matter and the energy of space. They serve as the basis for the formation of various 
types of energy and the ways of their transition from one type to another. 

 Research findings  
 Investigations of some provisions of quantum physics within the framework of a modeled 

system give the following results. 
 1.Standard model and threads of space 
 The main constituent particles of the Standard Model are six types of quarks, six leptons, five 

bosons. .  
 Quarks. In the beginning, quarks were theoretically predicted as fundamental particles that 

cannot be divided into pieces, and then they were discovered experimentally. To make the 
calculations of the theoretical model workable, the electron charge was fragmented, although it is 
considered elementary, it was proposed that one type of quark had a positive electron charge of 2 / 
3 of the electron charge, and the other would have a negative electron charge of 1 / 3. Currently, 6 
types of quarks are known: u. d. s. c. b. t. The up quark u quark has a charge of + (2 / 3) e. Quark d 
the bottom quark has a charge of - (1 / 3) e. The quark s strange quark has a charge of - (1 / 3) e. 
The charmed quark c quark has a charge of + (2 / 3) e. Quark b A pretty quark has a charge of - (1 / 
3) e. Quark t A true quark has a charge of + (2 / 3) e. Quarks have antiquarks. They are divided into 
generations: u and d are quarks of the first, s and c are quarks of the second, b and t are quarks of 
the third generation. 

 A quark is an integral part of other particles and cannot exist separately from other quarks. 
Quarks receive "packets" of energy from neighboring quarks and send them to other quarks 
themselves. These packets are called gluons, if they do not receive them, they become virtual 
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particles and disappear. Gluons are carriers of strong nuclear forces. Strong interaction up to a 
certain limit enhances its effect on quarks, the further they move away from each other, the stronger 
it acts on them. In order to tighten the quarks more strongly, the strong interaction creates more and 
more gluons. Gluons are massless bosons with spin equal to 1. As a result, we can draw the 
following conclusion. On the basis of theoretical and experimental developments, new quark 
particles were discovered, which are the constituent parts of hadrons, including protons and 
neutrons, which are part of the nuclei of all atoms of the periodic table. But is it really so, let's try to 
comprehend it from the position of the power threads of space. 

 The proton consists of two quarks u one d quark. A neutron consists of two d quarks and one u 
quark. The proton charge is positive and is +1. The neutron has no charge, it is neutral. In order to 
preserve the magnitudes of the charges of these particles, fractional charges were attributed to the 
quarks forming these particles. Traditional physics has no clear explanation of what a charge is. 
What parts does it consist of and is it possible to split it. It turns out the first non - docking. Further, 
the proton consists of two quarks u and one d quark. A neutron consists of two d quarks and one u 
quark. This shows that they differ from each other in quarks. The proton has an "extra" quark u, and 
the neutron has a quark d. But if we compare their masses, we get a difference of 2.78 MeV / sec2 .. 
The neutron decays into a proton, an electron and an antineutrino. Therefore, the d quark must have 
a mass equal to the masses of an electron and an antineutrino. The mass of the antineutrino is 
negligible, so we take only the electron mass of 0.511 MeV / sec2 for calculations ... It turns out 
that the mass difference is almost six electron masses. At the same time, the magnitude of the 
electric charge of an electron is - 1, and that of a quark is (1 / 3) e. The second is not a docking. 
Thus, the main version of the theoretical model of quarks that they are fundamental, that is, 
indivisible, is apparently not consistent. 

 Let's try to prove it as follows. If we assume that quarks consist only of gravitons or of protons, 
then we get the following. Quarks u. c and b (Fig. 1.a.d. i) consist of gravitons, and quarks d. s and 
b (Fig. 1 b. c. f) consist of prostones. The first quarks will contract, and the second ones will expand 
the lines of force. In this case, there will be no need to introduce fractional charges. Quarks are parts 
of the structure of the particles that make up them. We present this statement using the following 
examples. 

 Proton consists of three quarks: two u - quarks and one d - quark. The pressure inside the proton 
is directed from the periphery to the center (Fig. 1.m). It is colossal and amounts to 1035 Pa, the 
compression ratio of the power filaments reaches 10 - 30 m. The proton is spherical. It has an 
entrance and an exit, through which the force filaments penetrate it as it moves along them. The 
functions of the quarks that make up the proton are different. The u quarks compress the power 
threads, while the d - quark expands them. But there are two of them, so the proton compresses the 
strands of force. (Fig. 1.k). As a result of compression, the energy of space is released, which is 
converted into the energy of matter. These are the same "packets" of energy that quarks are 
constantly exchanging with each other. The packets are called gluons. For quarks to be at a certain 
distance from each other, a certain amount of energy packets must be released continuously. The 
function of the d - quark is that it reduces the degree of compression of the force lines by the u - 
quarks and thus regulates the energy release of the gluon to the required limits 

 Neutron consists of two d - quarks and one u - quark (Figure 1.n). It has a globular shape. It also 
has an entrance and an exit, where the force filaments pass through the neutron as it moves along 
them. Quarks are arranged inside the neutron in such a way that their effect on the force filaments 
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passing through the neutron does not change their degree of compression (Fig. 1. y). The pressure 
inside the neutron is directed from the center to the periphery. The degree of compression of the 
force filaments is 10 - 25 m 

 

 
Fig. 1. Supposed schemes of the structure of quarks and particles 

a - quark u b - quark d c - quark s d - quark c e - quark b i - quark t m and n - proton k and  
y – neutron G - gluon Em - energy of matter Ep - energy of space T – input Q – output 

 F - pressure S - force thread g - graviton p - proston. 
 
 Leptons. As you know, there are three generations of leptons. First generation electron and 

electron neutrino. Second generation muon and muon neutrino. Third generation tau - lepton and 
tau neutrinos. The muon is 207 times heavier than the electron, and the mass of the tau - lepton is 
1780 MeV. Of all the charged leptons, only the electron is stable, the rest quickly decay into lighter 
leptons. All neutrinos are considered stable. They do not have zero mass, they have oscillation. The 
mass of an electron neutrino is less than 1Ev. The masses of other neutrinos are still unknown. 
Leptons, together with quarks, constitute a class of fundamental particles that make up matter. 
According to existing concepts, no internal structure has been found in leptons. but there are 
attempts to construct theories in which leptons are composite objects. 

 Formed modern idea of leptons, we will try to clarify and deepen from the point of view of the 
modeled system. 

 According to the basic principles of this system, the electron has an internal structure consisting 
of several proston (Fig. 2. b). Consequently, it cannot be divided into parts, but it can decay into 
particles (prons), as happens during annihilation with a positron. It has a spherical shape. It has an 
entrance and an exit. Force threads pass through it as it moves through them. Prostons are arranged 
inside the electron in such a way that their effect on the force wires passing through the electron 
changes their degree of compression. It is lower at the input than at the output (Fig. 2.c.), That is, as 
the electron moves along the force strands, they expand. 

 As for the electron neutrino, we can make the following assumption. It consists of one graviton 
and two prons (Fig. 2.d), so its mass is so small and it has a super - high penetrating power. The 
other types of neutrino - muon and tau - neutrinos, respectively, consist of two and three gravitons 
surrounded by four and six protons. Neutrinos move in the force filaments, compressing them in 
the direction of their motion. This releases matter energy, which allows the particle to travel long 
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distances through space and travel great distances. For example, the relic neutrinos left after the Big 
Bang. Neutrinos have interaction properties. They can spontaneously transfer into each other. The 
figure (Fig. 2. e) shows the transition of a tau neutrino into a muon neutrino, which turns into an 
electron neutrino. 

 
Fig. 2 Supposed schemes of the electric field, the structure of particles  

and the scheme of their movement in the power filaments 
a - schemes of the electric field b - schemes of the internal structure of the electron c - schemes of 

the movement of an electron in the power filaments d - schemes of the movement of neutrinos  
in the power filaments e - schemes of the transitions of neutrinos Vτ - tau neutrino 

 Vμ - muonic neutrino Ve - electron neutrino T - input Q - output E - electric field e - electron 
 
 Bosons Despite the huge variety of physical processes, phenomena, laws occurring in nature, 

according to the modern ideas of scientists, four types of fundamental interactions dominate in it. 
All fundamental interactions are carried out with the help of intermediate particles, which are called 
carriers. For electromagnetic interaction, such a particle is a photon. The carriers of the strong 
interaction are gluons, and the weak ones are Z0, W +, W - bosons. In the case of gravitational 
interaction, such a particle has not yet been experimentally discovered. All known carriers are 
bosons. It is believed that when two particles interact with the help of a third particle, they exchange 
energy and momentum with each other, but the exchange mechanism itself is not fully disclosed. 
Let's try to do this using the basic principles of the modeled system. 

 Electromagnetic interactions occur between charged bodies, particles with the help of 
electromagnetic fields. This field is a network of strands of force with  

Fig. 3.a). A striking example of electromagnetic interaction is the interaction between a 
positively charged nucleus and a negatively charged electron cloud in atoms of chemical elements. 
Electrons moving in the filaments of the intra - atomic space expand them. As a result, the energy 
of matter is released in the form of photons. Protons compress the force threads in atomic space. At 
the same time, the energy of space is released in the form of photons. The resulting photons are in 
antiphase. They cancel each other out, so atoms do not emit energy when they are in the ground 
state.. 
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 The strong interaction is manifested in u - and d - quarks located inside protons and neutrons, 
protons and neutrons are continuously moving in the force strands of intranuclear space, gravitons 
composing u - quarks compress them, and protons composing d - quarks expand them. As it moves 
along the force strands, the free neutron accumulates additional energy within itself. The energy of 
space Gluons appear continuously and discretely. They bind gravitons and protons within nucleons 
and prevent them from decaying.. 

 Weak interactions manifest themselves in decay processes. The best known example of weak 
interaction is the decay of the β - neutron. The neutron 

 is an integral part of the nucleus and along with the nucleus it moves continuously in the force 
threads. The two d - quarks entering it expand the force lines, while the u - quark compresses them. 
In this case, packets of energy gluons are formed. Quarks exchange them with each other, and with 
their help, pressure is created inside the neutron. Here it is directed from the center to the periphery 
(Fig. 2.b). Inside the nucleus, neutrons do not decay. From this they are held back by the packets of 
gluons they receive from their neighboring protons. The free neutron decays quickly. This happens 
in the following way. As it moves along the force strands, the free neutron accumulates additional 
energy inside itself. When a certain limit of this energy is reached, the internal pressure breaks the 
neutron into quarks. One of the d - quarks accumulates some of the matter energy and turns into a u 
- quark. From the remaining most of the energy, the W boson is formed. The boson decays into an 
electron and an electron antineutrino. The rest of the boson mass is again converted into space 
energy. 

 Gravitational interaction is the interaction of bodies with mass. The carrier of this interaction is 
the degree of contraction of the force threads surrounding the body of space. Deformation of the 
force threads requires energе consumption. In order to produce it, some of the mass must be 
converted into energy. It is customary to measure mass in grams. It follows that a body could 
deform the force filaments of the surrounding space, it must "lose" a "certain" amount of its mass. 
The loss of body mass per 1 gram for compression of force filaments is 0.6 - 10 - 16. Table 1 shows 
the energy consumption for compression of the force threads of the space surrounding objects due 
to loss of mass by the object 

 
Table 1 

Object name  Object mass, 
grams 

Distance between 
the filaments on 
the surface of the 
object, cm 

Energy 
consumption for 
compression, GeV 
 

Boundaries of 
effective attraction 
of the object. km / 
a.e. 

neutron 1,71 10 - 24 2,5 10 - 29  1,71 10 - 39  6.7 10 - 170 

proton 1,6510 - 24  1,910 - 29  1,6510 - 39  6.1 10 - 170 
Earth 6 1027 7,2 10 - 24  6 1012  1,08 106  
Sun 2 1033  2,3 10 - 27  2 1021 3.6 1011  

 
or gravitational interaction, the radius of action is infinite. Its carrier is the degree of compression 

of the force filaments. It has no rest mass. It is quanta of thermal energy converted into space 
energy and stored in the power filaments. 
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The gravitational efficiency of bodies is the distance limit at which a body has a predominant 
gravitational effect on other bodies, on the surface of which the degree of compression of the power 
filaments is lower than that of this body. 

The Higgs field occupies an important place in the Standard Model. It is believed that 
elementary particles acquire mass by interacting with this field. The stronger this interaction, the 
more mass a particle acquires, and vice versa. Quantum of this field is Higgs boson. 

Within the framework of the theory of interaction of matter with space the world network of 
space threads is ideally suited to perform functions of the Higgs field. When elementary particles 
move in them, a large amount of energy is released, which is spent on connections between 
gravitons and protons that make up these particles. This assumption is confirmed by experimentally 
determined values of quark masses inside nucleons. The mass of quarks is only 1 % of the total 
mass of the proton. The rest of its mass is formed from the energy generated by the contraction and 
expansion of the e. space threads 

An important task of modern physics is to create a unified theory that unites all interactions. And 
there are already some successes. Scientists have managed to combine weak and electromagnetic 
interactions. Attempts are being made to create a theory of combining electromagnetic, weak and 
strong interactions, 

In terms of basic principles of the system being modeled, all fundamental interactions 
presumably can be combined by means of force threads. From the data in the table it is seen that a 
neutron with a mass of 1.674,927 ⋅10 - 27 kg at a distance of 6.7 - 10 - 170 cm can gravitationally 
attract a proton with a mass of 1.672,621 - 10 - 27 kg. This gives the right to suggest that at a force 
of threads are compressed to a degree of 2.5 10 - 29 cm, the gravitational forces and nuclear forces 
will become equivalent. But for this it will be necessary to apply a colossal amount of energy, 
trillions of trillions of electron - volts. Modern accelerators cannot do this. Therefore, at the present 
stage of the development of physical science, the solution of this problem requires the development 
of theories on a fundamentally new basis. 

Uncertainty of Heisenberg and the thread of space. 
Heisenberg's uncertainty sets a limit to the accuracy of the simultaneous determination of a pair 

of quantum characteristics of particles. The more accurately one characteristic of a particle is 
measured, the less accurately the second can be measured. 

Within the framework of the modeled system, this can be explained by examples of the 
interaction of electron clouds with atomic nuclei. The total mass of a proton consists of the rest 
mass and the mass of motion. Nucleus protons compress the threads of atomic space. For 
compression, they expend energy, which they acquire as a result of the conversion of the mass of 
motion into energy. When electrons move in the power filaments of atomic space, they expand 
them. This releases the energy spent on their compression by protons. The protons absorb the 
released energy and their mass remains the same. Then the cycle repeats. The processes of 
contraction and expansion in atomic space are dynamic. The density and direction of compression 
change at sub - light speeds. The electrons always move in the direction of the increased 
compression ratio. Their momentum is determined by the magnitude of the compression ratio. 
Therefore, it is not possible to accurately determine the location of a particular electron and its 
energy. 
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Quantum entanglement and threads of space. 
One of the oddities of quantum physics is ghostly entanglement. Its essence is that if you connect 

two elementary particles together, they will react to each other's state, even at a distance. Most 
experiments use photons, 

Let's consider this phenomenon in terms of threads of space on the example of photons 
connected with each other. A photon in a free state has 5 degrees of freedom of movement. Two 
coordinates, wavelength and spin of linear and circular polarization. In the bound state, photons 
have already 3 degrees of motion. 

Their total spin is zero. Photons are carried along the lines of spacе. If they carry the same 
amount of energy, they have the same wavelength and contain the same number of strands of 
space. Therefore, even if they are removed at a distance from each other, they will still be 
connected by power threads. If we change the polarization of the spin of one photon to the opposite, 
then the second photon should change the polarization of the spin to the opposite. Because, together 
they can move in space if their spin is zero. The change in the spin of the second photon will 
happen "instantly", but this will not mean that the transfer of information has occurred faster than 
the speed of light [5.p.126]. This will be the response of the filaments to the change in the spin of 
the first photon. 

Pauli's principle and threads of space 
Pauli's principle [4.p.134] in quantum physics occupies a special place, It allows a deeper 

understanding of the nature of matter. The principle imposes a ban only on particles with half - 
integer spin. The prohibition states that two electrons cannot, and are simultaneously in the same 
quantum mechanical state in an atom or molecule. They must differ by at least one quantum 
number. But, what caused such a requirement is not explained. Let's try to understand this using the 
provisions of the modeled system. 

For atoms of chemical elements in the ground state, only two electrons with different spins can 
fit in the first 1s orbital, the lowest in energy. One with an upper spin and the other with a lower 
spin. The first electron expands the strands of space clockwise, and the second electron expands 
them counterclockwise. As a result, the expansions occur in opposite directions, and they do not 
intersect. The energy released in this case is absorbed by the protons, and they again compress the 
filaments of space, while the electrons expand. And such cycles are repeated over and over again. 
Placing other electrons in this orbital is impossible. The directions of expansion of the force 
filaments by the electrons located here will intersect, and the cycles of compression and expansion 
of the force filaments will be broken, so other electrons will populate other orbitals. 

Quantum electrodynamics and filaments of space 
Quantum electrodynamics includes quantum mechanics and electric field theory. It explains the 

thermal radiation of bodies, the scattering of X - rays, the absorption and emission of photons by 
atoms. She considers the electromagnetic field as a substance carried by photons. It is believed that 
the repulsion of particles with the same charges occurs with the help of virtual particles that 
surround these parti. 

For example, one of the protons emits a virtual particle, it hits another proton and causes it to be 
repulsed. Let us consider this version from the position of the power filaments of space using the 
examples of two protons and two electrons. 

The third figure shows the schemes of repulsion of positively charged particles of protons (Fig. 3 
a) and negatively charged particles of electrons (Fig. 3. b). In the upper part of the figure, the 
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particles move toward each other along the threads of space. Protons compress the filaments, and 
electrons expand them. The middle part shows the meeting zone of the deformed filaments of 
space. . It is located at the same distance from the centers of the particles. Here, due to the different 
direction of the deformation of the force threads, forces (F) arise that prevent the deformation of the 
force threads in this zone. Under the action of these forces, the spin orientations of the particles 
change, and they begin to move in opposite directions 

 

 
Fig. 3 Scheme repulsion of homonymous charges 

a - protons b - electrons Y - the zone of meeting of the filaments deformed by particles F - force,  
e - - electron p - proton 

 
 Quantum tunneling and threads of space. 
 Quantum tunneling is a physical phenomenon that, from the point of view of classical physics, 

should not occur. But it happens in nature and modern technology. Known examples of quantum 
tunneling are transitions by electrons of barriers with higher energies than theirs, as well as nuclear 
reactions, where particles with the same charges must overcome an energy barrier before merging. 

 Quantum tunneling, one of the most important tasks that 
solved by physicists. But, in our opinion, the essence of the tunneling mechanism itself has not 

yet been revealed. Let's consider this issue in the framework of a modeled system using the 
following examples. 

 According to the provisions of classical physics, if the energy of the particle E is less than the 
height of the barrier U0, then it cannot pass through the barrier, because the energy conservation 
law will be violated. According to the provisions of quantum physics, the penetration of a particle 
in this case is probabilistic. That is, the particle has some chance of being on the other side of the 
barrier. Such a probability can be realized provided that there are power threads in the thickness of 
the barrier, the degree of compression of which will be higher on the other side of the barrier. As 
the electron moves in the filaments of space in the direction of a higher degree of compression, 
energy will be released. As it moves, the energy potential of the electron will grow due to the influx 
of this energy to it. If the thickness of the barrier allows, then the electron will safely pass through 
the barrier (Fig. 4). This option is quite possible, considering that in the most solid body there is an 
order of magnitude less emptiness than matter. Another example is the overcoming of the Coulomb 
repulsive forces of two protons in the proton - proton cycle during the fusion of nuclei of light 
elements. At the beginning of the cycle, the degree of compression of the filaments in stellar space 
reaches such values that moving in them, the protons receive an additional influx of energy. This 
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allows them to overcome the Coulomb barrier when they meet and unite. In this case, one proton 
decays and turns into a neutr 

 

 
Fig. 4 Scheme of overcoming the energy barrier by an electron 

S - thread of space E1 - electron energy before passage E2 - electron energy after passage  
U0 - energy barrier E1<U E2> U e –electron 

 
Findings 
 Investigation of the “oddities” of quantum physics from the perspective of the force filaments 

clarifies and complements the understanding of their properties. Allows you to more fully reveal 
their essence .. 

 1. The standard model includes quarks, leptons, bosons. Quarks u. c and b are made up of 
gravitons, and quarks are d. s and b are made up of prostones. The first quarks contract, and the 
second ones expand the power filaments of space. As a result of compression and expansion of the 
strands of space, energy is released . This is the very "packets" of energy that the quarks are 
continuously exchanging with each other. The packets are called gluons. Leptons consist of 
negatively charged particles of prostons .They cannot be divided into parts. An electron neutrino 
consists of one graviton and two prostones. It has an insignificant mass, It moves in threads of 
force, free from particles of matter, therefore it has a high penetrating ability. Bosons are carriers of 
interactions. The carrier of the gravitational interaction is the degree of compression of the force 
filaments of space. It has no rest mass. These are quanta of thermal energy converted into energy of 
space and conserved in the power filaments. 

 2. Electromagnetic interactions between the electron cloud and atomic nuclei occur cyclically. 
Proton nuclei compress the strands of space and consume energy.. Electrons expand them, resulting 
in energy released. The protons absorb it and compress it again. The processes of compression and 
expansion of the power filaments are dynamic. Electrons always move in the direction of increased 
compression ratio. Therefore, their energy potential changes rapidly, so it is impossible to measure 
exactly the energy and location of a particular electron at the same time. 

 3.Photons of light are carried along the threads of space.. Bound photons have 3 degrees of 
motion: two coordinates and a wavelength. Their spins are opposite, so the total spin is zero. They 
are connected with each other by power threads. If they are spaced apart and change the 
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polarization of the spin in one, then in the other it will instantly become opposite. They can be 
linked if their total spin is zero. This is the essence of the phenomenon of photon entanglement. 

 4. All atoms, starting with helium, have two electrons with antiparallel spins in the lowest 
energy orbit. The first electron expands the strands of space clockwise, and the second electron 
expands them counterclockwise As a result, the expansions occur in opposite directions and they 
do not intersect. With this method of movement, electrons do not meet. This is Pauli's ban. 

 5. When particles with similar charges meet, their repulsion from each other occurs under the 
action of forces arising from the contact of power threads having different directions. Under the 
action of these forces, the spins of the particles change to the opposite orientation, and they begin to 
move in opposite directions. 

 6. Examples of particle tunneling are the penetration of an electron through a barrier, the energy 
potential of which is higher than the energy potential of the electron. And also the fusion of protons 
in nuclear reactions taking place in the bowels of stars. In both cases, the particles move in threads 
of space and receive an additional influx of energy. As a result, the electron penetrates the barrier, 
and the protons overcome the Coulomb attraction forces and unit 
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THE INTERESTING CASE 

 
Annotation 
 The patient was a 21 year - old white women.  
 The patient complained on symptoms and clinical manifestation typical for GERD. 
 She considered herself to be ill for about four month. 
Key words 
  Damages of microcirculation within esophageal mucosa, psychoanalyst consultations.  
 
 Laboratory tests, visual endoscopic data, X - ray examination, 24 - hour Ph - monitoring was 

normal. 
 Intraesophageal PH - level decreased to the point less then 4,0 during not more than 5 % of the 

overall Ph - monitoring time. 
 At morphological examining the esophageal mucosa there were found damages of 

microcirculation within esophageal mucosa, spasm of arteriolae, perivascular swelling and fibrin 
occlusion in arteriolae (Fig 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Spasm of arteriolae, perivascular swelling and fibrin occlusion in arteriolae. 
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 These changes were observed in the minimal affected parts of esophageal mucosa characterized 
by the absence of epithelium damages. 

 Medication was not successful. 
 Complaints and morphological inflammatory changes of esophageal mucosa were the same (as 

previous). 
 Later while talking to the patient there were established trustworthy relationships with the 

patient and she explained that her father had committed suicide by taking the acetic acid. 
 After two weeks of psychoanalyst consultations the clinical manifestation substantially 

decreased (felt better) and in one month they completely desappeared. 
 Medication did not take place at that time. 
 In four weeks biopsy of esophageal mucosa was repeated. Pathologic changes of esophageal 

mucosa were not found (Fig. 2) .  
  

 
Fig. 2. Pathologic changes of esophageal mucosa were not found 

 
Microcirculation restored to the full extent.  
Studying this case is of great practical interest.  

© Vladimir V. Lenberg. 2021.  
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ORGANIZATION OF TUTOR SUPPORT FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN 
 

 Annotation  
The article deals with the problem of the organization of tutor activity in a preschool educational 

institution, its functions, as well as the requirements for the personality of the tutor. 
Keywords 
Tutor, position, professional role, tutor activity, psychological and pedagogical support, 

professional and personal development, emotional intelligence. 
Tutoring today – the most important element of individualization. That phenomenon which 

promotes "transformation" of children into the independent, initiative, able to gain independence 
and take responsibility for the life citizens. When in preschool institution a rich environment in 
which there is a place for the choice and self - determination is created, the tutor - becomes the 
mentor forming the orientation field of development for the child. The tutor as the mentor, the 
expert who relies on the internal potential of the child and leaves behind him the right to make the 
choice, taking for him direct responsibility. The tutor starts "trigger" of improvement of the person, 
providing his maintenance, helps to master resources of the social environment for educational, 
professional and personal development. 

Why is it necessary to tutor in kindergarten? 
 In every preschool, there are intransigent, inattentive, hyperactive or extremely gifted children. 

Just, the tutor is the specialist who can individualize the educational process in accordance with the 
features, needs and capabilities of the ward. He organizes the process so that the child learns the 
program adopted in kindergarten, without disrupting the development of other children. 

Tjutorism appears where there is a need to individualize educational programs. A tutor is a 
specialist who teaches ward to cope with difficulties on their own and advises parents (and 
teachers) in relation to a particular child. 

Unlike the teacher, the computer works purposefully with one child. 
 During educational activities, the tutor: 

 monitors the organization of the child's work space; 
 correlates the tasks of the teacher with the capabilities of the child; 
 If the general task for all children is difficult to understand the child, then he continues to work 

with the mentee on a simplified task. 
For the child himself, inclusion should be a process that promotes his development, including 

raising the level of speech and communication skills, socialization skills and intellectual level. It is 
the sphere of socialization that should become the main goal for the development of the child in a 
preschool institution. 

But in order for inclusion and learning among regulatory peers to succeed, special children 
require specialized assistance. This requires the inclusion of a tutor in the educational process in an 
inclusive group of a preschool institution. 
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Denoting the tasks of the tutor, we highlight the following: accompanying the child in his usual 
environment (giving her developmental properties); Creating conditions for education in a 
particular system; formation of new competencies; overcoming Functions of the tutor in the DOE: 

1. Organization of educational environment for preschoolers: 
 designing an open, variable educational environment (for example, the environment created 

by Maria Montessori is the closest and most successful example of a tutor course); 
 Increasing the availability of educational resources for children to develop individual 

educational routes and projects; 
 Designing a special educational environment for preschoolers with HIA and disability; 
 Coordination of the interaction of educational actors. 

2. Organizational and methodological support for preschool children: 
 selection of methodological means for children to create individual educational routes and 

projects; 
 Methodical provision of interaction between educational subjects in order to individualize the 

educational process; 
 selection and development of methodological tools for analysis of results of tutor support. 

3. Pedagogical support of individual educational routes of preschoolers: 
 identification of individual characteristics, interests, abilities, problems, difficulties of pupils; 
 Involving the child in the development of his / her individual educational routes and projects; 
 support of children in the implementation of routes; 
 selection and adaptation of pedagogical means of individualization; 
 pedagogical support for the reflection of preschoolers; 
 Organization of parental participation in the development of individual educational routes, 

projects of the child.development deficits; Building partnerships with the child's family and 
teachers. 
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Abstract 
This work is devoted to the problem of interactive teaching of a foreign language. The author 

considers the basic principles and methods of interactive learning at different stages of language 
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learning. The importance of design technology as an effective means of learning a foreign language 
has been substantiated. 

Keywords  
Interactive learning, project method, competence. 
 
Nowadays teachers of foreign languages at non - linguistic faculties face the problem of high - 

quality education of a specialist who speaks a foreign language in accordance with the 
requirements of the curriculum and a limited academic period [1,2]. During the educational 
process, it’s been found out that students of non - linguistic specialties experience great difficulties 
in communicating in a foreign language, do not know the language base, do not have elementary 
knowledge of grammar, and do not have the simplest vocabulary. It is advisable to activate the 
educational - speech activity of students at the motivational - incentive and orientational - research 
stages, since it is here that difficulties arise that prevent speech actions [3, 4]. These difficulties are 
manifested in the following: students are not sufficiently motivated to carry out speech utterances; 
they are often poorly versed in the topic on which it is necessary to speak; students do not have the 
skills to master the structure of speech utterance; there is not enough vocabulary to build a speech 
utterance. It’s common knowledge, that the activation of the educational - speech activity of 
students at the motivational - incentive stage is directly related to the motive of speaking. A person 
begins to speak when he feels the need for verbal comprehension of the surrounding reality, the 
need to express his thoughts. In the process of enhancing the educational and speech activity of 
students at the orientation - research stage, students explore the conditions of educational and 
speech activity, highlight the main idea (the subject of speaking), attract the necessary language and 
speech means. Students learn to select and, in the course of educational communication, determine 
the ways of forming and articulating their own thoughts. It is possible to teach students professional 
communication of a foreign language in a short time by combining traditional and innovative 
methods [5, 6]. The study of the features of oral scientific speech is based both on modern data of 
psychological and methodological science, and on the communicative features of the professional 
language. Currently, when teaching a foreign language, increased attention is paid to the project 
method, the most suitable technology for personality - oriented education, which allows to activate 
pedagogical support, socialization, to include students both in a personality - oriented situation and 
in various environments. It is also possible to get true practical results in the form of a presentation 
on regional studies on a computer, a film, a video clip, a presentation, etc., which also highly 
motivates students. The method of projects can be defined as a purposeful, independent activity of 
students, carried out under the flexible guidance of a teacher, aimed at solving a research or socially 
significant pragmatic problem and obtaining a specific result in the form of a material or ideal 
product. When working with the design methodology, it is assumed that both individual 
independent work and joint work in small and large groups are used. When teaching foreign 
languages, students work with various sources of information, widely use research methods, which 
allows them to express a different vision of the problem under consideration, summarize the 
collected material and present it in a visual form, formulate their point of view. Depending on the 
nature of the final product of project activities in the field of foreign language learning, the 
following types of projects can be distinguished: 1. role projects, in particular, dramatizing an event, 
acting out a situation, composing your own play; 2.constructive and pragmatic projects, in 
particular the development of the communication situation, observation diary; 3.information and 
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research projects, in particular "English as a means of international communication", "The behavior 
of the British in various situations of communication"; 4.publishing projects, in particular a 
newspaper note; 5.projects of a specific sociological survey; 6.creative projects, in particular the 
translation of a work into a native or foreign language; 7.script projects. Working on a project not 
only allows you to use a foreign language at the level of real communication when discussing the 
process of working on a project, the results achieved, but also allows you to work out certain 
aspects of the language, teach speech etiquette.  
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 The formation and development of general cultural competencies in the process of 

implementing the principle of holistic - system generalized activity in relation to the holistic - 
system cycle of life activity in the training of specialists is determined by the further presentation of 
educational and professional activities through the improvement of the joint educational - 
professional holistic - system cycle of life activity. The definition of general cultural competencies 
is associated with the mathematical modeling of pedagogical functions of the development of 
subject, economic and social relations [1, p. 64]. 

 The formation and development of general cultural competencies in the process of 
implementing the principle of integral - system generalized activity in relation to the integral - 
system cycle of life activity is represented by: the basic - generalized star of the Erzgamma of the 
hyperspace of life activity (E1); the basic - generalized integral - system cycle of life activity (E2); 
the basic - generalized star of the Erzgamma of system analysis (E3); the basic - generalized 
manifestation of the twelve stages and forms of the cognitive hyperspace of life activity regarding 
the educational process (E4); the basic expression of the twelve stages of holistic - systemic action 
(E5) [2, p. 226]. 

 The formation and development of general cultural competencies in the process of 
implementing the principle of integral - system generalized activity performs in phase three of its 
own comparative functions: orientation, execution and control of the integral - system structure of 
the educational process. 

 Each basic and normative global process of formation and development of general cultural 
competencies in the process of implementing the principle of integral - system generalized activity 
corresponds to the pedagogometric function - forming the definition of the integral - system form in 
the organization of the formation and development of general cultural competencies - is associated 
with the goal: to identify the object of research as a system - the integral system of formation and 
development of general cultural competencies in the process of implementing the principle of 
integral - system generalized activity as a measure of a given level of consistency and integrity; 

to determine the generating environment – the externally allocated integral system of formation 
and development of general cultural competencies in the process of implementing the principle of 
integral - system generalized activity; to establish the integral properties of the integral system of 
formation and development of general cultural competencies in the process of implementing the 
principle of integral - system generalized activity; to identify the levels of structure of formation and 
development of general cultural competencies in the process of implementing the principle of 
integral - system generalized activity; to determine the structure of the structure of the formation 
and development of general cultural competencies in the process of implementing the principle of 
integral - system generalized activity; to establish the structural elements of the formation and 
development of general cultural competencies in the process of implementing the principle of 
integral - system generalized activity; to identify the system - forming links within the level of 
formation and development of general cultural competencies in the process of implementing the 
principle of integral - system generalized activity; to determine the inter - level relations of the 
formation and development of general cultural competencies in the process of implementing the 
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principle of integral - system generalized activity; to establish its own form of formation and 
development of general cultural competencies in the process of implementing the principle of 
integral - system generalized activity; to identify the system properties of the formation and 
development of general cultural competencies in the process of implementing the principle of 
integral - system generalized activity; to determine the behavior of the formation and development 
of general cultural competencies in the process of implementing the principle of integral - system 
generalized activity; to establish a forecast of the development of general cultural competencies in 
the process of implementing the principle of integral - system generalized activity of training 
specialists [3, p. 41]. 

 The formation and development of general cultural competencies in the process of 
implementing the principle of holistic and systemic generalized activity is the basis for professional 
activity , which assumes new qualitative characteristics associated with the formation of a system 
type of orientation in both technical and social objects, which are considered from the general 
system bases, aimed at the unity of the subject and activity bases of the development of holistic and 
systemic cycles of life activity, establishing the conditions for the development and formation of a 
holistic and systemic personality. 
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Features of the socio - economic development of Russia, its new political role in the world cause 
new requirements for university graduates, requirements that would make it possible to 
successfully organize professional activities in social, economic, and cultural contexts. There is a 
need to train international - level specialists, practical knowledge of a foreign language is 
considered as the leading indicator of a specialist's education, and the foreign language itself is a 
mandatory component of professional training, a factor in the formation of professional 
competence. Modern society is interested in competent specialists who are ready to work 
effectively in multinational teams, specialists who are able to use the world's information resources. 

In modern science, the competence - based approach, focused mainly on the value - semantic, 
content and personal components of education, is considered the most productive for solving the 
problems of training a specialist. [1] The process of teaching a foreign language at a technical 
university must be considered in line with the formation of professional competence, therefore, it is 
obvious that the content of teaching the discipline "Foreign language" and educational material 
should be more consistent with the profile of the university and meet the requirements of the future 
profession. 

Language training should take an essential place in the process of professional training of water 
transport specialists, in particular, in the specialty "Technical operation of transport radio 
equipment". First, knowledge of a foreign language is one of the requirements for certification of 
radio operators. This is reflected in the regulatory documents: 

The International Agreement on Standards for Graduation, Certification and Watchkeeping 
(STCW) and its 1995 amendments have additional competency requirements for certification 
candidates that must be met by the GMDSS radio operator. For example, with regard to language 
skills, STCW requires knowledge of English, both written and spoken "for communication and 
exchange of information relevant to disaster and safety." 

Moreover, along with teaching Maritime English in the light of convention requirements, a 
foreign language teacher also faces the task of teaching a future specialist to use a foreign language 
as a means of systematic replenishment of his professional knowledge. As one of the ways to 
replenish professionally significant knowledge and expand the competence of trainees, we offer 
holding student conferences in the specialty in English. During the semester, students 
independently develop individual questions on a given topic, followed by the preparation of a 
report and presentation at the conference. As a rule, such work is carried out at the final stage of 
teaching English, when the trainees have already formed a sufficient language base. It should be 
noted, 

Experience shows that this type of work promotes the activation of independent cognitive 
activity of students, the acquisition of the skill of using unadapted sources to obtain additional 
information and experience in processing foreign language information in the specialty, the 
development of cognitive and professional motivation of students.  

Thus, proficiency in a foreign language makes it possible to get acquainted with foreign 
achievements in the field of radio electronics, enriching students with new knowledge and 
expanding the opportunities for professional growth of a young specialist. The subject "Foreign 
language" in a technical university should be considered not only as a goal, but also as a means of 
teaching and, accordingly, the formation of professional competence. 
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 Abstract: This article examines the possibilities and pedagogical prospects of using video 

materials in foreign language classes in non - linguistic universities. The author believes that the use 
of professional videos will significantly increase interest in language studying. This type of work is 
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 The teacher at each lesson acts as a methodologist, psychologist, teacher and mentor. To 

achieve success, a teacher needs to have a clear plan, a clear vision of the task at hand. Pedagogical 
technology is developed for a specific pedagogical concept, which is based on a specific idea of the 
author. Modern psychologists and educators agree that the quality of the performance of an activity 
and its result depends on the motivation. Motivation causes purposeful activity, which determines 
the choice of means and techniques, their ordering to achieve goals. The teacher must imagine the 
entire arsenal of motivational tools, all types of motivation and reserves. Then it will be possible to 
accurately correlate the content of the educational process throughout its entire length with the 
corresponding types of motivation. [1] 

 The availability of modern digital technical teaching aids, which are so popular among young 
people, gives the teacher a wide range of tools and opportunities for their use in pedagogical 
technology. [2] 

 Let's consider one of them - video materials. Using videos in English lessons is not a new idea. 
Even in elementary and high school, this type of work is widely used. Undoubtedly, it promotes the 
popularization of modern forms of education and the development of motivation for students' 
speech activity. You can use video materials and videos at any stage of the training. Of course, the 
use of video for beginners is limited and requires additional training, but it can be an interesting 
addition to the educational process. The teacher should develop a series of exercises before and 
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after watching, which would make it easier to understand the video material, identify the lexical 
minimum that needs to be learned. [3, 4] 

 Fortunately, now you can find a huge number of video courses and films of any orientation in a 
foreign language, the main thing is to correctly select and process the selected material, taking into 
account the age and professional characteristics of the students. In order for the process of teaching 
foreign languages with the help of video materials to be effective, a systematic and rational use of 
video in the classroom is necessary. You should also determine the place of video lessons in the 
training system and the frequency of their use. 

To the great regret of teachers, the number of classroom hours allocated for the study of a 
foreign language is reduced annually, more hours are allocated for the student's independent work. 
Accordingly, the teacher tries to compensate the lack of classroom time with homework, which is 
often rather monotonous: reading and translating a text, performing written lexical and grammatical 
exercises, etc. We can’t say that is a bad type of training, but a bit old - fashioned. [5, 6]  

It is video courses and films (and different in topics) in a foreign language that can return interest 
and increase student self - learning. 

Fortunately, now on the Internet in the free access you can find sites and files popularizing the 
study of foreign languages, and since the majority of young people are dependent on the Internet, 
this fact can be used to optimize the educational process, to fulfill the assigned pedagogical task. Of 
course, viewing should be accompanied by lexical and methodological support from the teacher. 
The most important thing is that work with video materials can take place independently, and 
during the lesson, vocabulary, monologue and dialogical speech are practiced. For example, for 
weak students, you can offer to write an essay on the topic viewed, or to reproduce part of the 
dialogue in pairs with the use of the lexical minimum suggested by the teacher. Students with good 
knowledge can try their hand at simultaneous translation or dubbing videos using professional 
vocabulary. 

 It can be concluded that, unlike traditional methods, which undoubtedly have a high 
informative, educational and developmental orientation, video material has an advantage, since it 
combines all types of speech interaction. 
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THE ANALYSIS OF THE VIEWS ON THE TEXT  

AND THE ROLE OF PAROEMIAS IN IT 
 

АНАЛИЗ ВЗЛЯДОВ НА ТЕКСТ И МЕСТО В НЕМ ПАРЕМ 
 

Abstract: One of the areas in which language interacts with culture in the text is this precendent. 
One lives in an infinite duration of previous texts relative to each newly created text. This article 
provides views on the substitution of parems in the text and comments on the order of application. 

Key words: fiction, literary language, speech, text, precedent. 
Аннотация: Этот прецедент одна из областей, в которых язык взаимодействует с 

культурой в тексте. Человек живет в бесконечной продолжительности предыдущих текстов 
относительно каждого вновь созданного текста. Эта статья дает представление о месте 
парем в тексте и комментарии к процедуре подачи заявки. 
Ключевые слова: художественная литература, концепт, литературный язык, речь, текст, 

прецедент.  
The great literary theorist Roland Bart “identified thirteen parameters for the analysis of the text 

of a work, among which it was stated that the text is the subject of discourse, not language: 1) the 
text appears only in the process; 2) the text is a linguistic phenomenon, it falls within the scope of 
speech; 3) the text is in constant motion and cannot be stable by nature; 4) the text is directed 
beyond the correct boundaries of speech; 5) if we consider the text as a sign in the concept of 
Saussure, its meaning is not clear, the text is at the discretion of the speaker; 6) is a plural by 
definition of the text, this plural is unpredictable because the text is in constant motion; 7) 
comprehension of the text is always a one - time action (tomorrow or even an hour later the same 
text can be perceived differently by the same person, which is its abundance and transience); 8) any 
text as well as context, connects other texts; 9) successful or unsuccessful combination of different 
patterns and decorative elements of the text; 10) Defining a text receiver - on the one hand, it is like 
defining the imagination of a traveler who thinks about nature (a jar in the same forest, a pool gives 
him different impressions on different days), on the other hand, it is a complex multi - stage game 
plays both the person who perceives the text and the text itself; 11) working with text is based not 
only on the game and cooperation with it, but also on a more difficult and confusing category – 
“enjoyment of the text”; 12) the text rejects the idea of a definite structure that the researcher can 
distinguish and explain in the work, the stable structure is replaced by a living process of 
continuous formation of meanings; 13) The task of the text researcher is to see the process of 
continuous formation of meanings and not to try to distinguish the factors that predetermine the 
appearance of the text [1.p.54].  

V.V. Vinogradov explains the inseparable antinomy of the interaction of peoples’ languages and 
cultures to the peculiarities of the language of fiction: [2. p.83] He emphasizes the importance of 
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relying on reality in reflecting and analyzing reality in literary texts: “The main category in the field 
of linguistic study of fiction is usually recognized as a concept of individual style (i.e. a specific, 
historically defined, complex, but structural unit of means and forms). In the writer’s style, 
according to his artistic design, all the language tools used by the artist are combined, intertwined 
and aesthetically elegant. At the same time, in the style of individual artistic creation, the elements 
of the future system of the national literary language are sometimes more vivid and clear, and the 
functional remnants of the language past are more clearly reflected. In the work of a great writer, 
the voice of the whole nation is often heard. Due to the complexity of all this, the historical laws of 
the development of literary style - the development of literature as a broad field of culture and its 
connection with the development of folk and literary language - have not yet been fully revealed 
[1.p.58].  

The interrelationship of the language of fiction with cultural and historical reality is 
unquestionably important, I.R. Galperin: “The language of people (of any kind) actually exists in 
two incarnations: the primary - in the living language, the living language, and the secondary - in 
the language of artistic, aesthetic use. These two representations of language can be called artistic 
and literary language, or artistic - figurative language, respectively. It is also important to clearly 
understand that in a developed system of concepts, the concept of literary - figurative language does 
not derive from the concept of literary norm at all. Literary - figurative language can be literary 
standardized, literary non - standard, ancient and written, embodied only in the oral tradition. 
Indeed, no human tribe can exist without such traditions; but not in the darkness of time, but in the 
conditions of our modernity, civilization has passed into the present stage of earthly history, and 
some small peoples with secular and religious legends, fairy tales, and mythological songs 
containing natural and social knowledge, including self - identification, have survived”[3]. One of 
the areas in which language interacts with culture in the text is precedent events. “One lives in an 
infinite continuity of previous texts relative to each newly created text”. M.M. Bakhtin wrote, "Our 
vital practical speech is full of other people's words: with some we unite our voices and forget 
someone's words, with others we amplify our words, consider them honorable for us, and 
ultimately we live on our planet with aspirations" [4.p.87] Initially, the term “precedent” was used 
to refer to a person belonging to a particular language.  

 Yu.N. Karaulov first used the term “precedent” when talking about events that were important 
to a particular person. Events are "(1) so - called important for a particular person's cognitive and 
emotional response. (2) for a well - known person, that is, well - known to a person’s past and 
contemporaries, and (3) repeated references to that person’s discussion." In the future, the word 
“precedent” spread to a specific language community: it was the name of an event that was 
recognized and identified by members of the language community. Frequent use of the precedent 
phenomenon leads to its conceptualization: it becomes a sign that is identified by all members of 
this language community. This situation brings the name and the text of the work closer to the 
concept, but does not equate them: the concept can be expressed as an abstract noun, a group of 
synonymous words, or the name of the work or text. Previous names and texts are not a concept, 
but can be the basis of a concept or one of the options for expressing them. Accordingly, concepts 
can be based on usage conditions or names, or modified depending on the specific usage situation. 
In expressing a concept, the primary and non - primary representative are distinguished, and 
previous nouns and texts can play primary and secondary roles. Both conceptualization and the use 
of preceding nouns and texts are different ways of assimilating and understanding reality, both by a 
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particular language community and by the language owner. Any situation will not be the same as 
before, only the features that are repeated several times and are specific to the life practice of a 
particular language community are precedent. A similar concept reflects an important mental 
category that embodies the basic features of the worldview. 
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REGIONAL FEATURES OF IMPLEMENTATION OF RARE DISEASES POLICY 

IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
 

Abstract 
Currently, there are between 5,000 and 8,000 rare diseases all over the world. Individuals with 

rare diseases require a wide range of medicinal products, for most of which a distinctive feature is 
the high cost associated with high costs of development and production of medicinal products, 
while at the same time low sales volumes due to the small size of the target population. In the 
Russian Federation, in accordance with Federal Law No. 323 - FZ of November 21, 2011, drug 
provision of citizens suffering from life - threatening and chronic progressive rare diseases is 
carried out in accordance with the approved at the federal level list of rare diseases out of budget 
resources of the subjects of Russian Federation. The purpose of the study was to study the features 
of the implementation of preferential medicine provision for patients with rare diseases in various 
subjects of the Russian Federation in 2018 - 2019. A study was carried out with the use of specially 
developed request maps sent to the health authorities of the subjects of the Russian Federation. The 
data was analyzed for 21 subjects of the Russian Federation. For purpose of this analysis, we used 
the methods of comparative, structural, logical, retrospective analyzes. Statistical processing of the 
results was performed using the Statistica for Windows software package (Release 10.0, StatSoft 
Inc.) and MS Excel for Windows software. The total amount of financing for preferential medicine 
provision for patients with rare diseases in the subjects of the Russian Federation, for which data 
were provided by the health authorities, amounted to 6.4 billion rubles in 2018 and 6.1 billion 
rubles in 2019, the median (interquartile range) of funding in the studied subjects of the Russian 
Federation amounted to 198.4 million rubles (111.4 - 408.8 million rubles in 2018 and 151.9 
million rubles (99.1 - 408.1 million rubles) in 2019. The indicator of the average appealability of 
patients with rare diseases for medical care was 62.2 % at the end of 2018 and 63.1 % at the end of 
2019. To improve the efficiency of the drug supply system for patients with orphan diseases, the 
issues of state regulation of reducing the cost of purchasing expensive orphan drugs, as well as the 
possibility of attracting funds from the federal budget, are considered. 

Key words 
Rare diseases, preferential medicine provision program, subjects of Russian Federation 
 
Currently, there are between 5,000 and 8,000 rare diseases all over the world [1]. Rare diseases 

are identified as a priority field for public health action [2]. According to statistics, in the absence of 
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proper treatment, death for 10 % of patients occurs before the age of 5 years, for 12 % - at the age 
of 5 to 15 years. About 50 % of rare diseases lead to disability [1, 3]. 

In different countries there are adopted criteria for classifying diseases as rare. In the Unites 
States disease is considered rare if it affects fewer than 200,000 individuals, in some countries 
definition is based on prevalence rates [4]. In the Russian Federation, in accordance with Part 1 of 
Art. 44 of the Federal Law of November 21, 2011 No. 323 - FZ "On the Basics of Health 
Protection of Citizens in the Russian Federation" (as amended to July 31, 2020), rare (orphan) 
diseases include diseases with a prevalence of no more than 10 cases per 100 thousand population. 
So far the list of rare (orphan) diseases includes more than 250 nosologies [5]. 

Individuals with rare diseases require a wide range of medicinal products, for most of which a 
distinctive feature is the high cost associated with high costs of development and production of 
medicinal products, while at the same time low sales volumes due to the small size of the target 
population [1, 6, 7]. 

In the Russian Federation, in accordance with Federal Law No. 323 - FZ of November 21, 2011, 
medicine provision of citizens suffering from life - threatening and chronic progressive rare 
diseases is carried out in accordance with the approved at the federal level list of rare diseases out of 
budget resources of the subjects of Russian Federation. Medicinal products for treatment of rare 
diseased are provided only to persons included in the Federal Register of Persons Suffering from 
Life - Threatening and Chronic Progressive Rare (Orphan) Diseases Leading to a Reduced Life 
Expectancy of Citizens or Their Disability. In 2017 medicines for the amount of 16.2 billion rubles 
were dispensed for persons suffering from orphan diseases, while the deficit amounted to about 6.1 
billion rubles [7].  

At the same time, there is a high inter - territorial differentiation in the availability of drugs 
provided within the framework of regional programs of preferential medicine provision. For 
example, in 2017 in some constituent entities of the Russian Federation expenses for the purchase 
of medicines for the treatment of rare diseases for 10 thousand people amounted to more than 1.5 
million rubles, and in others - less than 300 thousand rubles [8]. 

In this regard, the purpose of the study was to study the features of the implementation of 
preferential drug provision for patients with rare diseases in various subjects of the Russian 
Federation in 2018 - 2019. 

A study was carried out with the use of specially developed request maps sent to the health 
authorities of the subjects of the Russian Federation. The data was analyzed for 21 subjects of the 
Russian Federation. 

The research program included a comparative assessment: 
 the total amount of funding in the analyzed subjects of the Russian Federation (including 

funds additionally allocated from the federal budget) 
 the total amount of costs for medicinal products issued to beneficiaries; 
 indicator of the medical care appealability of beneficiaries (for the appointment of 

medicinal products within support programs for patients with rare diseases); 
 the amount of funding per patient in the Federal Register; 
 actual costs for one beneficiary who applied. 
For purpose of this analysis, we used the methods of comparative, structural, logical, 

retrospective analyzes. Statistical processing of the results was performed using the Statistica for 
Windows software package (Release 10.0, StatSoft Inc.) and MS Excel for Windows software. 
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Descriptive statistics in the text are presented as mean ± standard deviation (M ± SD) for a normal 
distribution of a trait, or median and interquartile range for an abnormal distribution of a trait. To 
determine the nature of the distribution of the obtained data, the Kolmogorov - Smirnov test with 
the Lilliefors correction and the Shapiro - Vilk test were used. 

At the end of 2019, out of budget of the subjects of the Russian Federation there were directed 
6.4 billion rubles for medicine provision of citizens with rare diseases with available data on the 
amount of funding (a total of 14 subjects), which is 12.2 % of the total funding for the regional 
programs of preferential medicine provision.  

The maximum amounts of funding allocated from regional budgets for medicine provision of 
patients with orphan diseases (over 1 billion rubles) were noted in the cities of federal significance 
Moscow and St. Petersburg. The median amount of funding (interquartile range) in the subjects of 
the Russian Federation in 2018 amounted to 198.4 million rubles (111.4 - 408.8 million rubles), in 
2019 the corresponding value was 151.9 million rubles (99.1 - 408.1 million rubles), which is 23.4 
% lower than the value of the indicator in 2018. At the same time, there is a significant variation in 
the change in the amount of funding in 2019 relative to 2018 in different subjects of the Russian 
Federation (from - 63.0 % to + 122.5 % ). 

The medians of the share of funding in the total amount of regional programs of preferential 
medicine provision amounted to 23.7 % in 2018 and 17.9 % in 2019, while in 2018 in some 
subjects of the Russian Federation the share of total funding exceeded 40 % . 

The median (interquartile range) of medicine costs amounted to 150.9 (82.8 - 357.1) million 
rubles in 2018 and 136.4 (72.4 - 302.3) million rubles in 2019. 

The median values of funding for one patient from this group in 2018 amounted to 1.223 million 
rubles, in 2019 - 973.6 thousand rubles (decrease by 7 % ). It was found that the value of the 
analyzed indicator in the subjects of the Russian Federation is significantly different. For example, 
the minimum values of the amount of funding per 1 patient with rare diseases amounted to 247.6 
thousand rubles (Republic of Tatarstan) in 2018 and 681.69 thousand rubles (Tula region) in 2019. 
The maximum values of the amount of funding allocated for preferential medicine provision per 
patient in the registry, were noted in the Sakhalin region and the Republic of Sakha / Yakutia (over 
2 million rubles). 

At the end of 2019, 63.1 % (median) of the total number of persons included in the register 
applied for medicines, the corresponding value in 2018 was 62.2 % . In the Chelyabinsk region, all 
citizens included in the register of persons suffering from rare diseases applied for medicines at the 
expense of the regional budget. The second position in terms of the indicator "Medical care 
appealability of beneficiaries with rare diseases within the framework of regional programs of 
preferential medicine provision" is the city of federal significance Moscow (89.4 % and 86.0 % in 
2018 and 2019, respectively). 

The median values (interquartile range) of the indicator “Average volume of actual costs per 
year per one applied beneficiary” amounted to 2.5 million rubles. (1.54 - 3.77 million rubles) in 
2018 and 1.73 million rubles. (1.55 - 3.39 million rubles) in 2019. There was a significant variation 
of this indicator in the analyzed subjects of the Russian Federation.  

Thus, the total amount of financing for preferential medicine provision for patients with rare 
diseases, the average appealability of patients with rare diseases for medical care, the average 
volume of financing per year per 1 patient in the registry and average volume of actual costs per 
year per one beneficiary who applied were determined for 21 subjects of the Russian Federation. 
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As shown by the analysis, the share of the cost of purchasing medicines for patients with rare 
diseases of the total funding for regional programs of preferential medicine provision ranged from 
6.2 % to 49.7 % in 2018 and from 6.7 % to 34.9 % in 2019. In most constituent entities of the 
Russian Federation, the average amount of funding per year for 1 patient with rare diseases 
exceeded 500 thousand rubles, and the volume of actual costs per one applied patient it exceeded 1 
million rubles. This trend is due to two main factors: differences in the structure of the cohort of 
patients with rare diseases, as well as different financial capabilities of regional budgets [6, 8]. For 
example, high costs per patient in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) are due to the provision of 
medicines in this subject of the Russian Federation for the most expensive nosologies, in particular 
mucopolysaccharidosis type II [6]. Provision of medicines for patients with life - threatening and 
chronic progressive rare diseases in most cases is a difficult task for the constituent entities of the 
Russian Federation [1, 8, 9]. In some cases, the constituent entities of the Russian Federation 
purchase medicines from the budgets of the next year [7. 9]. In addition, one of the possible 
problems is the underestimation of the actual number of patients with orphan diseases, as well as 
drug provision of citizens with orphan diseases, which were not included in the list of high - cost 
nosologies, or in the list of life - threatening and chronic progressive diseases [6, 8]. To improve the 
efficiency of the drug supply system for patients with orphan diseases, issues of state regulation of 
reducing the cost of purchasing expensive orphan drugs, as well as the possibility of attracting 
funds from the federal budget, are considered. 
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Annotation 
The article presents the general concept of the formation and development of the 

scientific and pedagogical school of St. Petersburg " Efficient use of Energy, 
intensification of electrotechnological processes ". The main research topics and the 
integration of research results with the system of training the young generation of 
scientists in the master's and postgraduate programs of SPbGAU are presented. 
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The scientific school " Efficient use of Energy, intensification of electrotechnological 

processes "[1] is based on the development and implementation of fundamental and 
applied scientific research. contributing to an increase in the volume of competitive import 
- substituting products with minimal energy costs [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. A feature of the 
scientific school is the systematic implementation of the function of the initiator of 
scientific ideas, the introduction of innovations in the production activities of enterprises 
of the agro - industrial complex. Scientists of the scientific school are united not only by 
the research topics, but also by the traditions passed on to the new generation. 

The research topic takes into account the specifics of the development of the 
agricultural sector of the economy, in which energy is not produced. In this regard, the 
main criterion for optimizing the energy efficiency of enterprises is the energy intensity of 
their products. At the same time, the technological line of processing industries is 
considered as an energy line from the power source to the processed material object 
(product, raw materials, etc.). 

The concept of the scientific school and the results of research are the basis for the 
formation of master's and postgraduate programs of the energy profile on the basis of 
SPbGAU. The author's disciplines are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Author's disciplines 

 
The research topics are shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Research topics 
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The scientific school is formed at the intersection of scientific disciplines in the form of solving 
an interdisciplinary problem - reducing the energy intensity of finished products [10]. 
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CONSIDERATION OF THE SOLUTION OF ONE OF THE PROBLEMS  
OF HEAT TRANSFER USING THE METHOD OF DIMENSIONS 

 
Annotation 
The main task of the work is to solve the stationary problem of heat transfer in a horizontal heat 

exchanger with an exhaust shaft. Show the advantage of the dimension method in a particular case. 
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And also to study the influence of the heat load and the geometrical dimensions of the heat 
exchanger on the heat exchange process and to find the dependence in the form of a formula. 

Keywords 
Heat transfer, dimension method, dimensionless quantities 
 
In cases where the processes under study are not described by differential equations, one of the 

ways to analyze them is an experiment, the results of which are most expediently presented in a 
generalized form (in the form of dimensionless complexes). The method of composing such 
complexes is the method of dimension analysis. 

The dimension of a physical quantity is determined by the relation between it and those physical 
quantities that are taken as the main (primary) ones. Each system of units has its own basic units. 
For example, in the International System of Units of Measurement SI, the units of measurement of 
length, mass and time are taken as meter (m), kilogram (kg), second (s), respectively. The units of 
measurement of other physical quantities, the so - called derived quantities (secondary), are taken 
on the basis of the laws establishing the relationship between these units. This relationship can be 
represented as a so - called dimension formula. 

The main difficulty in studying thermal phenomena using the method of dimension analysis is 
related to the need to discuss the question of the most convenient dimension formulas for quantities, 
the units of which are taken as the main ones. 

As you know, the heat transfer process is characterized by a heat transfer coefficient, which 
depends on a variety of parameters: 

  ],,,,,,,[ gfkbdcba glhdcy    
The heat transfer intensity is characterized by a dimensionless Nusselt number: 


lNu   

where:   - coefficient of thermal conductivity, l - length of the heat exchange tube. 
Let's choose 4 basic dimensions: kg, m, s, K. The dimensions of all other quantities are 

expressed in terms of the selected ones: 
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Compare the coefficients and substitute them into the original equation: 
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As a result of the physical experiments on heat transfer, results were obtained that were reduced 
to similarity numbers or dimensionless quantities. Using the least squares approximation of the 
curves, the relationship between these similarity numbers was found. The results of the study were 
processed in dimensionless quantities [1, p. 9]. The dependence of the average Nusselt number on 
the Rayleigh number, the length of the heat exchange pipe, its internal diameter and the height of 
the exhaust shaft is established. This dependence is generalized by the following formula: 

1,06,0
25,0015,0 
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lRaNu  

where: Ra=PrGr. 
As we can see, a physical model of the heat transfer process was obtained using the method of 

dimensions. The functional dependences of the heat transfer coefficient on the input power and on 
the geometric dimensions of the heat exchanger were obtained. The analysis of the obtained results 
was generalized in the form of a dimensionless equation expressing the relationship of 
thermophysical and hydrodynamic quantities. 
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF Cu2NiSnS4 THIN FILMS SYNTHESIZED 
BY SPRAY PYROLYSIS TECHNIQUE 

 
Annotation 
Spray pyrolysis was used to obtain thin films of Cu2NiSnS4 compound. The transmission spectra 

of films in region of intrinsic absorption edge at a temperature of 300 K are investigated. The band 
gap of indicated semiconductor compound is determined. 

Keywords 
Thin films, spray pyrolysis, transmission spectra, band gap 
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Modern achievements in physics and technology of semiconductors are largely determined by 
search and detailed study of new semiconductor materials. Such materials include multicomponent 
compounds of type I2 - II - IV - VI4 (where I = Cu, Ag; II = Zn, Cd, Mn, Fe, Co; IV = Si, Ge, Sn; 
VI = S, Se, Te). This is due to the fact that these materials are direct - gap and have a high optical 
absorption coefficient (> 104 cm - 1). The band gap of a number of these compounds varies in the 
range 1.1–1.6 eV, which is optimal value for creating solar cells [1–3]. 

This paper presents results of measuring and analyzing transmission spectra in the region of 
intrinsic absorption edge, determining the band gap of Cu2NiSnS4 thin films. 

By pyrolytic decomposition of a mixture of salts with concentrations of 0.1M – CuCl2×2H2O, 
0.1M – NiCl2×6H2O, 0.1M – SnCl4×5H2O, and 0.1M – (NH2)2CS, thin films of the p - type 
Cu2NiSnS4 compound with a thickness of ~ 1 μm were obtained. The ratio of the components that 
formed the films in the [Cu] : [Ni] : [Sn] : [S] = 2 : 1 : 1 : 10 solution was provided by the 
corresponding calculation of the molar masses of the chemical reagents involved in the formation 
of the film on the substrate surface. A significant increase in (NH2)2CS is associated both with the 
high volatility of sulfur and with the peculiarity of the properties of the solutions themselves, in 
which insoluble metal complexes are formed with an insufficient amount of thiourea. In order to 
avoid formation of finely dispersed insoluble complexes, primarily metal hydroxides, an 
appropriate sequence of mixing starting components was used. 

The pyrolysis process took place taking into account following chemical reactions: 
2Cu2

+ + Sn2
+ → 2Cu+ + Sn4

+ 
Cu+ + Cl− → CuCl ↓ 
CuCl + 2(NH2)2CS → [Cu((NH2)2CS)2]Cl 
Ni2+ + 2(NH2)2CS + 3Cl− → [Ni((NH2)2CS)2]Cl3 
Sn4

+ + 2(NH2)2CS + 4Cl− → [Sn((NH2)2CS)2]Cl4 
[Cu((NH2)2CS)2]Cl + [Ni((NH2)2CS)2]Cl3 + [Sn((NH2)2CS)2]Cl4 → Cu2NiSnS4 
The measurement of transmission and absorption spectra in the region of fundamental 

absorption edge was carried out on Cary - 500 spectrophotometer at temperature of 300 K. The 
spectra were recorded relative to air in the range 200–3000 nm with a step of 2 nm. 

The transmission spectrum (T) of Cu2NiSnS4 compound is shown in fig. 1. 
 

 
Figure 1 – Transmission spectrum of Cu2NiSnS4 compound 
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From the Bardeen relation for determining absorption edge, absorption coefficient () is related 
to the energy (hv) of photons incident on it as follows: 

(hv)n = A(hv - Eg) 
The optical band gap was determined by plotting dependence of value (hv)n on the incident 

photon energy (hv) with the subsequent projection of tangent to plotted graph on the abscissa axis. 
Figure 2 shows the spectral dependence of (hv)2 on the photon energy (hv) for the obtained 

compound Cu2NiSnS4. 
The obtained value of optical band gap is 1.320.01 eV and is in good agreement with the 

previously reported values of band gap for Cu2NiSnS4 [4–8]. The results showed that the substrate 
temperature affects optical properties of Cu2NiSnS4 thin films. The optical band gap of thin film 
deposited at 673 K is close to optimal for solar cells. 

 

 
Figure 2 – Spectral dependence of (hv)2 on photon energy hv 

 for the obtained compound Cu2NiSnS4 
 
This work was financially supported by the Belarusian Republican Foundation for Fundamental 

Research (project No. T19M - 128). 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SHIELDS BASED ON Cu2FeSnS4 COMPOUND 

AND STUDY OF THEIR CHARACTERISTICS 
 
Annotation 
The frequency dependences of attenuation and reflection coefficient for thin films of the 

Cu2FeSnS4 compound are obtained when interacting with microwave radiation. It was found that 
semiconductor films of specified compound provide attenuation of electromagnetic radiation 
between 5 to 13 dB in the frequency range 8...12 GHz. 

Keywords 
thin films, attenuation, reflection coefficient, microwave radiation 
 
Recently, the issue of creating materials that simultaneously possessed magnetic and 

semiconducting properties has become increasingly important. All known properties have one or 
another susceptibility in external magnetic fields. The introduction of transition elements with 
unfilled 3d shells into individual semiconductors leads to appearance of new and rather unique 
physical properties of these materials, which combine semiconducting and magnetic properties. 

The development of microwave radio electronics, radar devices and expansion of the functional 
and tactical and technical capabilities of electronic means, special equipment make it relevant to 
create and use new materials that have new properties. 

A new direction in the creation of effective radio - absorbing coatings is the creation, using 
technological methods, of an array of SRR - rings. 

Creation of structures of electromagnetic radiation shields 
To create screens of electromagnetic radiation, glass substrates were used, on which 

molybdenum with a thickness of 0.5 μm was deposited by magnetron sputtering, and then films of 
the Cu2FeSnS4 (CFSS) compound with a thickness of 1 μm were formed by pyrolytic 
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decomposition of metal salts. In some cases, aluminum foil was used on the back of the glass 
substrate, which was glued with polyvinyl acetate. 

The resulting screen designs had following structure: 
1 – CFSS / Mo / glass; 
2 – CFSS(g.i.) / Mo / glass; 
3 – CFSS / Mo / glass / Al; 
4 – CFSS(g.i.) / Mo / glass / Al 
To determine contribution to the screening characteristics of films, the Cu2FeSnS4 compounds 

were formed by geometric inhomogeneities (g.i.) in the form of ordered circles with a diameter of 1 
mm. 

Experimental technique 
To study shielding characteristics of the created samples of EMP shields, panoramic voltage 

standing wave ratio (VSWR) and attenuation meters were used. 
The panoramic VSWR and attenuation meter works on the principle of separate separation and 

direct detection of incident and reflected wave levels. A signal proportional to power incident on 
the load is generated by a directional incident wave detector. The reflected signal from the load 
under test is picked up by a directional reflected wave detector and used to determine the VSWR. 
The studies were carried out in panoramic mode for measuring VSWR and attenuation. The 
instruments were calibrated in the entire operating frequency range according to the standard 
method after setting the frequency swing range and incident power level. When measuring in the 
frequency range of 8...12 GHz, the sample was clamped between the flanges of the waveguides, 
this method with a small sample thickness was taken to be equivalent to the use of a measuring cell. 

The screening efficiency of the investigated samples is characterized by the attenuation of EMP 
energy and the reflection coefficients of electromagnetic waves by screen. 

Shielding characteristics 
The electromagnetic properties were evaluated based on characteristics of attenuation and 

reflection in the range of 8...12 GHz. Figure 1 shows the frequency dependence of EMP attenuation 
of the resulting screen designs. 

 

 
Figure 1 – Frequency response of attenuation by screen materials 

(1 - CFSS / Mo / glass; 2 - CFSS(g.i.) / Mo / glass; 3 - CFSS / Mo / glass / Al; 
4 - CFSS(g.i.) / Mo / glass / Al) in the range of 8...12 GHz 
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Figure 1 shows that greatest attenuation is typical for samples based on the structures CFSS / Mo 
/ glass / Al and CFSS(g.i.) / Mo / glass / Al, which is 11...13 dB. Attenuation of EMP by samples 
based on CFSS / Mo / glass and CFSS(g.i.) / Mo / glass structures is about 5...7 dB. 

The following are the results of a study of the reflective properties of screen structures when 
interacting with radiation in the frequency range of 8...12 GHz (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Figure 2 – Frequency response of the reflectance of screen materials 

(1 - CFSS / Mo / glass / Al; 2 - CFSS(g.i.) / Mo / glass / Al; 3 - CFSS / Mo / glass; 
4 - CFSS(g.i.) / Mo / glass) in the range of 8...12 GHz 

 
The EMP reflection coefficient for the samples under study is −7...−16 dB. The smallest 

reflection is typical for samples with the CFSS / Mo / glass / Al and CFSS(g.i.) / Mo / glass / Al 
structure, which is about −13...−15 dB. The reflectance for samples with the CFSS / Mo / glass and 
CFSS(g.i.) / Mo / glass structure is about −7...−10 dB. 

Analysis of characteristics of attenuation and reflection shows that all presented structures have 
shielding properties in the investigated frequency range, which is determined by the values of EMP 
attenuation. 

This work was financially supported by the Belarusian Republican Foundation for Fundamental 
Research (project No. T19M - 128). 
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ANALYSIS OF REDUCED VIBRATION IN GEARED MECHANISMS 

 
Abstract: The article provides an analysis of gear mechanisms and dynamic calculations to 

substantiate design models and determine the parameters of gear drives. 
Key words: technique, technology, gear mechanisms, vibration, vibrations, dynamic model of 

gear transmission, friction, error. 
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The development of technology and technology lead to an increase in technical processes with 
an increase in the types, sizes and speeds of modern machines. In engineering calculations, it is 
becoming more and more important to solve problems associated with vibrations. We know that 
only on the basis of the theory of vibrations can such theoretical and practically important problems 
as balancing machines, torsional vibrations of shafts and gears, and others be fully clarified. With 
the help of this theory, it is possible to establish the most successful proportions of structures, 
moving the operating conditions of the machines as far as possible from the conditions for the 
occurrence of large fluctuations [1]. 

It is known that gear mechanisms are transmission mechanisms containing at least one gear 
teeth, they are also called gear drives. Therefore, gear drives are designed to transmit torque to 
driven shafts. Gear mechanisms, which are an integral part of the drive, are more economical to 
manufacture, reliable in operation, have small overall dimensions and high efficiency in 
comparison with other mechanisms. 

In fact, vibrations in gears lead to an increase in the level of contact and bending stresses in the 
teeth of the wheels, as well as to fatigue breakage of shafts. With increased compliance of the rims 
of the gear wheels, bending vibrations may occur in them, leading to fatigue breakdown of the rims 
and the failure of the entire transmission. 

The accuracy of the dynamic calculation of gears is determined by the adopted model of the 
dynamic system and its parameters. The very procedure for the dynamic calculation of gears after 
obtaining a system of differential equations describing their dynamic state does not differ from the 
analytical and numerical methods for calculating elastic systems developed in the theory of 
oscillations. Therefore, the main attention in the dynamic calculations of gears should be paid to the 
reasonable choice of design models and the determination of the parameters of gears. 

The choice of the calculated dynamic model of the gear transmission cannot be made 
unambiguously, it largely depends on the purpose of the dynamic calculation being performed. 
Therefore, one should strive to obtain such a dynamic model, with the help of which it is possible to 
obtain an answer to the question posed with the required accuracy. An example to analyze the 
fundamentals of gear modeling in COMSOL Multiphysics (Figure). 

 

 
Figure. An example to analyze the fundamentals of gear modeling  

in COMSOL Multiphysics.  
 

For example, the basic types of dynamic gear model they can connect to each other and be of 
different sizes. There are three main uses for gears: 
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Increase speed: Let's say that the first gear has more teeth on the input gear than the output gear. 
In this case, the second gear should rotate faster than the first. This will reduce the torque on the 
output element while maintaining the same power in both gears. 

Increase in torque: in this case, assume that the input element has fewer teeth than the output 
element. Then the second gear will rotate slower than the first. The torque will increase. 

Changing the direction of rotation: Consider an external gearing. In it, the second element will 
always rotate in the opposite direction. If the input gear rotates clockwise, the output gear rotates 
counterclockwise. There are also special gears that allow the transmission of torque at different 
angles. 

In general, gear trains can be viewed as the simplest machines that can reduce torque or gain 
strength in tooth ratios. A complex gear mechanism or transmission refers to two or more gears 
working in mesh. The term toothed rack refers to a linear bar with teeth cut on it. When the rack 
mechanism operates, the rotational motion of the standard gear is transferred to the translational 
motion of the linear rack. 

Ideally, a pair of gears is completely rigid with no friction, no gear error and no circumferential 
clearance. To simulate a more realistic device, you can add a series of sub nodes with to set the 
following conditions and effects: 

Gear Resilience: Determines the properties of the gearing (for example, the stiffness of the teeth) 
Gearing error: Specifies the static gearing error that can result from geometric errors or changes 
Circumferential clearance: Determines the clearance in the gears, which affects the transmission 

dynamics with or without load. 
Friction: Taking into account the frictional forces that arise at the point of contact 
The current focus is on doing a lot of research to improve gear life. The main issues are the 

installation of flexible elements on the gears, that is, the reduction of vibration and long - term 
operation due to the use of rubber materials [2]. 
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DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO DETERMINING COMPETITIVENESS 

 
Annotation 
Competitiveness is a multifaceted concept for which until now there is no generally accepted 

definition. International experience shows that the economy competitiveness assessment consists of 
a number of components that are in dynamic equilibrium and complement each other. Each state, 
claiming a certain position in the world economy and politics, must have its own development 
strategy, within the framework of which the competitive advantages that it possesses are calculated, 
as well as the disadvantages that hinder the growth process are assessed. 

Key words: competition, competitiveness, traditional approach, macroeconomic approach, 
innovation. 

Competition (from the Latin concurrere - to collide) is defined as the struggle of independent 
economic entities for limited economic resources. Accordingly, competitiveness is the ability of a 
subject to outperform a competitor in the current competitive environment. This concept can be 
used to characterize the activities of participants in economic relations at the micro - , meso - and 
macro levels. 

In the process of forming a general understanding of the concept of competition and 
competitiveness, it developed, supplemented and structured. It started by the founder of the 
classical school Adam Smith and his views on the problems of specialization and division of labor, 
then there was a neoclassical approach from the standpoint of investing in fixed assets and 
infrastructure, and, more recently, an ever - increasing concentration on such mechanisms as 
education, technological progress, macroeconomic stability, management, modernization, 
innovation.  

Recently, the study of the competitiveness of countries has become increasingly important, 
which is reflected in the growing number of works of foreign and domestic researchers on this 
issue and in the active participation in its research of international organizations such as the World 
Economic Forum (WEF), the Institute for Management Development (IMD), Organization for 
Economic Co - operation and Development (OECD), World Bank (WB), etc. However, despite the 
significant volume of publications, there is no unambiguous interpretation of the concept of 
“competitiveness”, just as there is no unified approach to its characterization and study, there are 
different points of view on its nature and content. 

The standard (traditional) approach to the problem links the competitiveness of the economy 
with the cost structure and, thus, with the evolution of its real exchange rate, justifying the success 
of states in certain industries using the factors of production - land, labor and natural resources [5, p. 
8 - 10]. As a result, some countries are indeed making progress in precisely those industries where 
factors that are abundant are intensive. 
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The macroeconomic approach defines competitiveness as the ability of the country's economy to 
quickly adapt to the changing conditions of the global environment, which is expressed in such 
indicators as the state of the balance of payments, the volume of government debt, the state budget 
deficit, exchange rate fluctuations, etc. Thus, the reasons for the decline in the country's 
competitiveness are explained by incorrect economic policies or unfavorable economic conditions 
in world markets. Within the framework of this approach, the "state" approach is highlighted, 
expressed in the fact that the country's competitiveness is ensured, first of all, by the government's 
policy, especially in the field of regulation of the foreign economic sphere [1]. 

The considered theoretical approaches to the characteristics of the competitiveness of countries 
have one thing in common: each has one key aspect that determines the level of competitiveness. 
Thus, proposals to improve the competitiveness of the economy within the framework of each of 
the approaches are characterized by a narrow focus. However, the experience of countries that have 
achieved a high level of competitiveness shows that they achieve it in different ways. Therefore, a 
comparison of the national economies effectiveness only on the basis of any one factor (or a group 
of factors) is far from satisfactory, and such uncertainty in the interpretation of the concept and 
nature of competitiveness creates significant difficulties for an adequate understanding of the 
problem and the correct formulation of tasks related to increasing the country's competitiveness. 

In the modern world economy, technological innovations that determine the rates of economic 
growth and the dynamics of the economic power of states have become the main instrument of 
competition. As a consequence, there is a classification of the concept of "innovation". Innovation 
are [4]: 1) investment in the economy, providing a change in technology and technology (in a 
sense, this characterizes modernization); 2) new technique, technology, which is the achievement 
of scientific and technological progress. 

In relation to innovation, the development of a country can take place in different ways. The 
term "top" path to competitiveness was first used in the annual report of the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) for 2002, which discussed the threat of a widening 
gap in the levels of industrial development and competitiveness of developed and developing 
countries [3]. To mitigate this situation, the international community needs to promote the 
movement of developing economies along the "upper" path - the path to economic growth through 
the development of the latest world technologies, the development of scientific research, 
experimental design (R&D) and innovation. This strategy is opposed to the most common 
"bottom" path - the path of countries entering the world industrial markets by attracting foreign 
investors at the cost of providing them with cheap labor and natural resources. These terms clearly 
capture the essence of the economic choices faced by most countries with world average per capita 
income. The application of these methods has various consequences for economies. 

The main characteristics of the two paths to international competitiveness are the path that brings 
higher economic returns and creates the basis for sustainable economic growth, and the path that 
threatens economic impasse. These characteristics are a kind of poles between which all the variety 
of real economic situations and the possibilities of countries' economic policies fit. The boundaries 
make it possible to better understand how important for any country the choice of state policy 
(active or passive) in relation to the creation and maintenance of its own innovative potential. The 
basis of the "upper" path to is an innovative economy focused on the development of new products 
of increased consumer and market value, which is not only technically complex, but also well 
protected by laws. The "upper" path of development is typical for developed economies, for those 
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that are based on knowledge. Developing countries, unable to compete with the most developed 
countries in terms of technology, are trying to compete by increasing investments in increasing 
production volumes and reducing costs, increasing the extraction of natural resources, and lowering 
wages. In other words, the “lower” path is based on attracting foreign investors at the cost of 
providing them with cheap labor and natural resources. This leads to an outflow of capital, "brain 
drain" and instability of economies, "impoverishing economic growth," that is, to a gradual 
decrease in economic returns even against the background of growth in their export volumes, 
industrial production, and employment.  

To characterize the state of the economy of a country following the “downward” path, whose 
growth is based on the export of natural resources, the term “Dutch disease”, which was observed 
in the 70s in the Netherlands after the development of gas fields in the North Sea, is now also used. 
According to a narrow definition, this disease consists in the deindustrialization of the economy, 
and its mechanism is an increase in the national currency of the country due to an increase in 
income and an improvement in the trade balance, which makes the products of manufacturing 
industries less competitive. Despite the fact that upon the discovery and development of any deposit 
of raw materials, the country receives a significant amount of natural rent, an increase in per capita 
indicators of gross domestic product (GDP) and real incomes of the population, there are a number 
of negative consequences of such growth, namely: high income differentiation and social 
inequality; regional imbalance in demand and supply of products; high structural unemployment 
and lower wages for many categories of employees, especially in knowledge - intensive industries 
with high qualifications; growth in structural inflation; the threat of a structural and monetary and 
financial crisis (in the event of depletion of a natural resource deposit or a decrease in demand for 
them); overall strong structural, regional and macroeconomic imbalances in the economy [6].  

In relation to innovation, a country can take three positions: actively participate in the creation of 
new knowledge and conduct research and development (R&D), actively borrow and adapt 
scientific results obtained by someone else, or perceive technological advances as they naturally 
spread, that is, without making an effort. In accordance with the chosen position in relation to 
innovation, there are several strategies for the innovative development of the state: the strategy of 
scientific and technical leadership; dynamic catch - up strategy (technology adaptation strategy), 
oligopolistic strategy or competition for investment [2].  

From the concept of “persistent” and “non - persistent” competitive advantages point of view 
[2], it is knowledge - intensive industries that require large long - term investments for constant 
updating of technological processes, because the competitive advantages formed in a knowledge - 
intensive industry are more “persistent”. According to this theory, countries seeking to improve the 
structure of the national economy in order to increase their share in total world income are more 
promising to invest additional resources in industries where there is a higher likelihood of 
maintaining competitive advantages over poorer countries with relatively low labor costs. 
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